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Abstract

W e present a fully three-dim ensional study of the m ultiexciton opti-

cal response of vertically coupled G aN-based quantum dots via a direct-

diagonalization approach. The proposed analysis is crucialin understand-

ing the fundam ental properties of few-particle/exciton interactions and,

m ore im portant, m ay play an essential role in the design/optim ization of

sem iconductor-based quantum inform ation processing schem es. In particu-

lar,we focus on the interdot exciton-exciton coupling,key ingredient in re-

cently proposed all-opticalquantum processors. O ur analysis dem onstrates

that there is a large window ofrealistic param eters for which both biexci-

tonic shiftand oscillator strength are com patible with such im plem entation
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Sem iconductor quantum dots(QDs)are system s ofparam ountinterest in nanoscience

and nanotechnology [1]. They are the naturalevolution ofband-gap/wavefunction engi-

neering in sem iconductors;however,in contrastto quantum wellsand wires,they exhibita

discrete| i.e.,atom ic-like| energy spectrum and,m oreim portant,theiropticalresponseis

dom inated byfew-particle/exciton e� ects.M oreoverseveralQD-basedtechnologicalapplica-

tionshavebeen proposed,such aslasers[2],charge-storagedevices[3], uorescentbiological

m arkers[4],and all-opticalquantum inform ation processors[5].

So far,self-organized QDshavebeen successfully fabricated using a widerangeofsem i-

conductorm aterials;they include III-V QD structures based on GaAsaswellason GaN

com pounds. GaAs-based QDshave been wellcharacterized and theirelectronic structures

have been widely studied [6,7],whereasthe characterization ofGaN-based system s isstill

som ewhatfragm entary and theirelectronic propertieshave been studied only recently [8].

GaAs-and GaN-based nanostructuresexhibitvery di� erentproperties:GaN system shave

a widerbandgap (3:5eV)com pared to GaAs-based ones(1:5eV).M oreover,whereasGaAs

and m ostofthe otherIII-V com poundshave a cubic (zincblende)structure,GaN (aswell

asothernitrides)hasa hexagonal(wurzite)structure which leadsto strong built-in piezo-

electric � elds (ofthe order ofM V/cm ). Asa consequence ofsuch built-in � elds,in these

nanostructuresexcitonic transitionsarered-shifted,and thecorresponding interband em is-

sion isfractionsofeV below thebulk GaN band-gap.

In thisLetterwe shallprovide a detailed investigation ofthe interplay between single-

particlecarriercon� nem entand two-bodyCoulom b interactionsin coupled GaN-based QDs.

In particular,weshallanalyzeexciton-exciton dipolecoupling versusoscillatorstrength:we

dem onstratethatitispossibletotailorand controlsuch non-trivialCoulom b interactionsby

varying the QD geom etry (e.g.,base and height),since thisin turn m odi� esthewavefunc-

tionsofelectronsand holescon� ned into the QDsaswellasintrinsic electric � elds;atthe

sam e tim e,ourinvestigation showsthatthe oscillatorstrength ofthe ground-state exciton

decreasessuper-exponentially with increasing QD height.

The relevance ofour analysis is twofold: (i) we address a distinguished few-particle
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phenom enon typicalofnitride QDs,i.e.,the presence ofan intrinsic exciton-exciton dipole

coupling induced by built-in polarization � elds; (ii) we provide detailed inform ation on

the setofparam etersneeded forthe experim entalrealization ofthe quantum inform ation

processing strategy proposed in [9].

M ore speci� cally,in ouranalysiswe considerthe range ofGaN/AlN QDspresented in

[10]:the dotheightwillvary from 2 to 4nm and the QD-base diam eterfrom 10 to 17nm ,

assum ingalineardependencebetween thesetwoparam etersin agreem entwith experim ental

and theoretical� ndings[8].

Asalreadyunderlined,thepeculiarityofwurziteGaN heterostructuresisthestrongbuilt-

in electric� eld which isthesum ofthespontaneouspolarization and thepiezoelectric� eld.

Spontaneouspolarization chargeaccum ulatesattheGaN/AlN interfacesasaconsequenceof

a slightdistortion ofGaN and AlN unitcells,com pared to thoseofan idealhexagonalcrys-

tal. Piezoelectric � eldsare caused by uniform strain along the (0001)direction. Contrary

to GaN/AlGaN quantum wells| where the spontaneous-polarization contribution isdom -

inant[11]| in QDsthe strain-induced piezoelectric � eld and the spontaneous-polarization

potentialareofsim ilarm agnitudeand sign,both oriented along thegrowth direction.The

strength oftheintrinsic� eld along such direction isalm ostthesam einsideand outsidethe

dot,butitisopposite in sign. The built-in electric � eld in GaN QDsand AlN barriersis

calculated according to [11]:

Fd =
Lbr(P br

tot� P d
tot)

�0(Ld�br + Lbr�d)
; (1)

where�br;(d) istherelativedielectricconstantofthebarrier(ofthequantum dot),P br;(d)

tot

is the totalpolarization ofthe barrier (ofthe quantum dot),and Lbr;(d) is the width of

the barrier (the height ofthe dot). The value ofthe � eld in the barrier Fbr is obtained

by exchanging the indicesbrand d. Equation (1)isderived foran alternating sequence of

quantum wellsand barriers,butitisa good approxim ation also in the case ofan array of

sim ilarQDsin thegrowth (z)direction.ThelateralshapeoftheQD issim ply approxim ated

by abidim ensionalparabolicpotentialwhich m im icsthestrongin-planecarriercon� nem ent
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caused by the built-in electric � eld and preserves the sphericalsym m etry ofthe ground

state [8]. Ourapproach is supported by the agreem ent with the experim ental� ndings in

[8].Thepolarization isthesum ofthespontaneouspolarization chargethataccum ulatesat

GaN/AlN interfacesand the piezoelectric one.Alltheparam etersaretaken from Ref.[11]

(adapted forthecasex=1 forAlpercentagein thebarrier).

The above theoreticalschem e has been applied to realistic state-of-the-art GaN QDs.

Thedi� erencebetween thewellwidth oftwo neighboring QDsisassum ed to be8% toallow

energy-selectivegeneration ofground-stateexcitonsin neighboring QDs.Thebarrierwidth

issuch to preventsingle-particletunneling and to allow atthesam etim esigni� cantdipole-

dipole Coulom b coupling: the giantinternal� eld in factstrongly m odi� esthe conduction

and valence bandsalong the growth directionsand causes the separation ofelectronsand

holes,driving the � rst one towards the QD top and the latter towards its bottom . This

corresponds to the creation ofintrinsic dipoles. Ifwe consider two stacked dotsoccupied

by one exciton each,the resulting charge distribution can be seen as two dipoles aligned

along the growth direction. Thisisevidentin Fig.1,where we plotthe electron and hole

single-particledistributionscorresponding to thelowestbiexcitonicstate(with parallel-spin

excitons)inourGaN-basedsem iconductor\m acrom olecule".Thecreation ofstacked dipoles

resultsin a negativeexciton-exciton coupling (orbiexcitonicshift).

The theoreticalapproach em ployed to study the opticalresponse ofour GaN nanos-

tructure is a generalization (to nitride m aterials) of the fully three-dim ensional exact-

diagonalization schem e proposed in [7]. M ore speci� cally,we consider electrons (e) and

holes (h) con� ned within stacked QDs as depicted in Fig.1. As usual,the con� nem ent

potentialism odeled asparabolic in the x � y plane and asa square-wellpotentialm odi-

� ed by the built-in electric � eld along the growth (z)direction. The m any-exciton optical

spectra,i.e.,the absorption probability corresponding to the generic N ! N 0 transition,

isevaluated asdescribed in [7]. In particular,here we focuson the excitonic (0 ! 1)and

biexcitonic (1 ! 2) opticalspectra in the presence ofthe built-in electric � eld. For all

thestructuresconsidered,thetwo lowestopticaltransitionscorrespond to theform ation of
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directground-state excitons in dota and b,respectively. The biexcitonic (1 ! 2)optical

spectrum describesthecreation ofasecond electron-holepairin thepresenceofapreviously

generated exciton.Here,weshallconsiderparallel-spin con� gurationsonly.

Letusfocuson thebiexcitonic shiftcorresponding to theenergy di� erencebetween the

ground-statebiexcitonictransition (given a ground-stateexciton in dota)and theground-

stateexcitonictransition ofdotb.Thisquantity | a\m easure" oftheground-stateexciton-

exciton coupling| plays a crucialrole in all-opticalquantum processors, being the key

ingredientforconditional-gating schem es[5,9].

Figure2ashowshow thebiexcitonicshiftincreaseswith theheightofthedot.Thebarrier

width iskept� xed and equalto 2:5nm .In curve (A)both the heightand the diam eterD

ofthe dotsare varied according to the relation D = 3:5Ld + 3nm [10],while in (B)only

the heightofthe dotischanged. W e notice that,forrealistic param eters,itispossible to

achieve biexcitonicshiftsup to 9:1m eV.

A few com m ents are now in order: (i) W hen a barrier ofonly 2:5nm separates two

stacked GaAs-based QDs,theexcitonicwavefunction ism olecular-like[12],form ingbonding

and anti-bonding states spread over the whole m acrom olecule forboth electron and hole.

Thise� ectism axim um fordotsofthe sam e size butpersistseven when theirdim ensions

are slightly di� erent. In GaN QDs,instead,overthe range ofparam etersused,the lowest

states preserve their atom ic-like shape since both electron and hole e� ective m asses and

valence/conduction-band discontinuities are m uch higherthan in GaAs,therefore decreas-

ing the atom ic-like wavefunction overlap responsible for the m olecular bonding. (ii) The

excitonicdipolelength isroughly proportionaltotheheightofthedotbecauseofthestrong

built-in electric� eld;thereforeitiscrucialtoevaluatethedependenceoftheexciton-exciton

interaction on the height ofthe QDs. (iii) The spreading ofthe wavefunction a� ects the

biexcitonicshift,asonecan noticeby com paring curvesA and B in Fig.2.Thebiexcitonic

shiftislarger(up to20% fortheparam etersconsidered here)when thewavefunction ism ore

localized,sincethesystem isclosertotheidealized \point-like" particlecase(seecurveC in

thesam e � gure).(iv)Ourresultsdem onstrate thatthereexista wide rangeofparam eters
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forwhich thebiexcitonicshiftisatleasta few m eV.Thisisa centralprerequisiteforrealiz-

ing energy-selective addressing with sub-picosecond laserpulses,asrequested,forexam ple,

by all-opticalquantum inform ation processing schem es[5,9].

Our analysis shows thatthe best strategy to achieve large biexcitonic shift is to grow

"high" and "sm alldiam eter" dots.Thedrawback isthattheoscillatorstrength (OS)ofthe

ground-statetransition strongly decreaseswith theheightofthedot,sinceitisproportional

to the overlap ofelectron and hole wave functions. A sm allvalue ofthe OS enhancesthe

well-known di� cultiesofsingle-dotsignaldetection. The lowerpanelin Fig.2 showsthat

the OS corresponding to the excitonic ground state ofdotb decreasessuper-exponentially

with theheightofthedot.Asshown bythefactthatcurvesA and B practicallycoincide,the

heightofthedotistheonly param eterrelevantfortheOS value.Indeed,thewavefunction

spreading dueto thewidth ofthedotdoesnotin uence theelectron-holeoverlap.

In the range ofheight values considered in Fig.2,the OS varies over three orders of

m agnitude,so care m ustbe taken in a future quantum inform ation processing experim ent

in orderto optim ize atthe sam e tim e biexcitonic shiftand OS.Ouranalysissuggeststhat

a reasonableway to do so isto m axim izetheproductbetween thebiexcitonicshiftand the

logarithm ofthe oscillatorstrength.Such quantity isplotted in Fig.3 and itisthe largest

fora QD heightof2:5� 3nm . The curve presentsa wellde� ned m axim um corresponding

to a quantum dotheightof2.8 nm (parabolic� t).

In conclusion we have perform ed a detailed investigation ofexciton-exciton interaction

aswellasofitse� ecton the m ulti-exciton opticalresponse in state-of-the-artGaN-based

nanostructures.W ehaveshown how itispossibleto engineertheinterdotbiexcitonic shift

by varying height and width ofthe dots. Our analysis provides precious indications for

the realization ofGaN-based quantum inform ation processing clarifying,in particular,the

crucialinterplay between biexcitonic shiftand oscillatorstrength.
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FIGURES

FIG .1. Electron and hole particle distribution,conduction and valence band structure along

the growth direction for two coupled G aN dots of, respectively, 2.5nm and 2.7 nm of height,

separated by a 2.5 nm AlN barrier. In the upperpanelthe dotted line correspondsto hole,the

solid oneto the electron spatialdistribution ofthe biexcitonic ground state.

FIG .2. Biexcitonicshift(upperpanel)and oscillatorstrength (lowerpanel)oftheground state

transition in dotb fortwo coupled G aN dotsseparated by a barrierof2.5 nm vsQ D height. In

curve (B) only the height ofthe dots is changed (D = 10nm ),while in curve (A) D is varied

proportionally to the height from 10 to 17 nm . Curve (C) shows the biexcitonic shift in the

point-like charge approxim ation. The param eters used are : e�ective m asses m e = 0:2m 0 and

m h = m 0;in-plane parabolic con�nem ent energy �h!e = 74m eV and �h!h = 33m eV for the (B)

curve;�h!e = 74� 290m eV ,�h!h = 33� 130m eV forthe(A)curve.

FIG .3. Figureofm erit(biexcitonic shifttim eslogarithm ofoscillatorstrength)vsQ D height.

Thearrow indicatesthem axim um obtained by a parabolic �t.
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We present a fully three-dimensional study of the multiexiton optial response of vertially oupled

GaN-based quantum dots via a diret-diagonalization approah. The proposed analysis is ruial in

understanding the fundamental properties of few-partile/exiton interations and, more important,

may play an essential role in the design/optimization of semiondutor-based quantum information

proessing shemes. In partiular, we fous on the interdot exiton-exiton oupling, key ingredient

in reently proposed all-optial quantum proessors. Our analysis demonstrates that there is a large

window of realisti parameters for whih both biexitoni shift and osillator strength are ompatible

with suh implementation shemes.

72.25.-b, 72.10.-d, 72.25.D

Semiondutor quantum dots (QDs) are systems of

paramount interest in nanosiene and nanotehnol-

ogy [1℄. They are the natural evolution of band-

gap/wavefuntion engineering in semiondutors; how-

ever, in ontrast to quantum wells and wires, they ex-

hibit a disrete |i.e., atomi-like| energy spetrum and,

more important, their optial response is dominated by

few-partile/exiton e�ets. Moreover several QD-based

tehnologial appliations have been proposed, suh as

lasers [2℄, harge-storage devies [3℄, uoresent biologi-

al markers [4℄, and all-optial quantum information pro-

essors [5℄.

So far, self-organized QDs have been suessfully fab-

riated using a wide range of semiondutor materials;

they inlude III-V QD strutures based on GaAs as well

as on GaN ompounds. GaAs-based QDs have been

well haraterized and their eletroni strutures have

been widely studied [6,7℄, whereas the haraterization

of GaN-based systems is still somewhat fragmentary and

their eletroni properties have been studied only re-

ently [8℄. GaAs- and GaN-based nanostrutures ex-

hibit very di�erent properties: GaN systems have a wider

bandgap (3:5 eV) ompared to GaAs-based ones (1:5 eV).

Moreover, whereas GaAs and most of the other III-V

ompounds have a ubi (zinblende) struture, GaN (as

well as other nitrides) has a hexagonal (wurzite) stru-

ture whih leads to strong built-in piezoeletri �elds (of

the order of MV/m). As a onsequene of suh built-in

�elds, in these nanostrutures exitoni transitions are

red-shifted, and the orresponding interband emission is

frations of eV below the bulk GaN band-gap.

In this Letter we shall provide a detailed investiga-

tion of the interplay between single-partile arrier on-

�nement and two-body Coulomb interations in oupled

GaN-based QDs. In partiular, we shall analyze exiton-

exiton dipole oupling versus osillator strength: we

demonstrate that it is possible to tailor and ontrol suh

non-trivial Coulomb interations by varying the QD ge-

ometry (e.g., base and height), sine this in turn modi�es

the wavefuntions of eletrons and holes on�ned into the

QDs as well as intrinsi eletri �elds; at the same time,

our investigation shows that the osillator strength of the

ground-state exiton dereases super-exponentially with

inreasing QD height.

The relevane of our analysis is twofold: (i) we ad-

dress a distinguished few-partile phenomenon typial of

nitride QDs, i.e., the presene of an intrinsi exiton-

exiton dipole oupling indued by built-in polarization

�elds; (ii) we provide detailed information on the set of

parameters needed for the experimental realization of the

quantum information proessing strategy proposed in [9℄.

More spei�ally, in our analysis we onsider the range

of GaN/AlN QDs presented in [10℄: the dot height will

vary from 2 to 4 nm and the QD-base diameter from 10

to 17nm, assuming a linear dependene between these

two parameters in agreement with experimental and the-

oretial �ndings [8℄.

As already underlined, the peuliarity of wurzite GaN

heterostrutures is the strong built-in eletri �eld whih

is the sum of the spontaneous polarization and the piezo-

eletri �eld. Spontaneous polarization harge aumu-

lates at the GaN/AlN interfaes as a onsequene of a

slight distortion of GaN and AlN unit ells, ompared to

those of an ideal hexagonal rystal. Piezoeletri �elds

are aused by uniform strain along the (0001) diretion.

Contrary to GaN/AlGaN quantum wells |where the

spontaneous-polarization ontribution is dominant [11℄|

in QDs the strain-indued piezoeletri �eld and the

spontaneous-polarization potential are of similar magni-

tude and sign, both oriented along the growth diretion.
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The strength of the intrinsi �eld along suh diretion

is almost the same inside and outside the dot, but it is

opposite in sign. The built-in eletri �eld in GaN QDs

and AlN barriers is alulated aording to [11℄:

F

d

=

L

br

(P

br

tot

� P

d

tot

)

�

0

(L

d

�

br

+ L

br

�

d

)

; (1)

where �

br;(d)

is the relative dieletri onstant of the

barrier (of the quantum dot), P

br;(d)

tot

is the total polar-

ization of the barrier (of the quantum dot), and L

br;(d)

is

the width of the barrier (the height of the dot). The value

of the �eld in the barrier F

br

is obtained by exhanging

the indies br and d. Equation (1) is derived for an alter-

nating sequene of quantum wells and barriers, but it is

a good approximation also in the ase of an array of sim-

ilar QDs in the growth (z) diretion. The lateral shape

of the QD is simply approximated by a bidimensional

paraboli potential whih mimis the strong in-plane ar-

rier on�nement aused by the built-in eletri �eld and

preserves the spherial symmetry of the ground state [8℄.

Our approah is supported by the agreement with the

experimental �ndings in [8℄. The polarization is the sum

of the spontaneous polarization harge that aumulates

at GaN/AlN interfaes and the piezoeletri one. All the

parameters are taken from Ref. [11℄ (adapted for the ase

x=1 for Al perentage in the barrier).

The above theoretial sheme has been applied to re-

alisti state-of-the-art GaN QDs. The di�erene between

the well width of two neighboring QDs is assumed to be

8% to allow energy-seletive generation of ground-state

exitons in neighboring QDs. The barrier width is suh to

prevent single-partile tunneling and to allow at the same

time signi�ant dipole-dipole Coulomb oupling: the gi-

ant internal �eld in fat strongly modi�es the ondution

and valene bands along the growth diretions and auses

the separation of eletrons and holes, driving the �rst one

towards the QD top and the latter towards its bottom.

This orresponds to the reation of intrinsi dipoles. If

we onsider two staked dots oupied by one exiton

eah, the resulting harge distribution an be seen as two

dipoles aligned along the growth diretion. This is evi-

dent in Fig. 1, where we plot the eletron and hole single-

partile distributions orresponding to the lowest biexi-

toni state (with parallel-spin exitons) in our GaN-based

semiondutor \maromoleule". The reation of staked

dipoles results in a negative exiton-exiton oupling (or

biexitoni shift).

The theoretial approah employed to study the optial

response of our GaN nanostruture is a generalization (to

nitride materials) of the fully three-dimensional exat-

diagonalization sheme proposed in [7℄. More spei�ally,

we onsider eletrons (e) and holes (h) on�ned within

staked QDs as depited in Fig. 1. As usual, the on�ne-

ment potential is modeled as paraboli in the x�y plane

and as a square-well potential modi�ed by the built-in

eletri �eld along the growth (z) diretion. The many-

exiton optial spetra, i.e., the absorption probability

orresponding to the generi N ! N

0

transition, is eval-

uated as desribed in [7℄. In partiular, here we fous

on the exitoni (0 ! 1) and biexitoni (1 ! 2) opti-

al spetra in the presene of the built-in eletri �eld.

For all the strutures onsidered, the two lowest optial

transitions orrespond to the formation of diret ground-

state exitons in dot a and b, respetively. The biexi-

toni (1 ! 2) optial spetrum desribes the reation of

a seond eletron-hole pair in the presene of a previously

generated exiton. Here, we shall onsider parallel-spin

on�gurations only.

Let us fous on the biexitoni shift orresponding

to the energy di�erene between the ground-state biex-

itoni transition (given a ground-state exiton in dot

a) and the ground-state exitoni transition of dot b.

This quantity |a \measure" of the ground-state exiton-

exiton oupling| plays a ruial role in all-optial quan-

tum proessors, being the key ingredient for onditional-

gating shemes [5,9℄.

Figure 2a shows how the biexitoni shift inreases

with the height of the dot. The barrier width is kept

�xed and equal to 2:5nm. In urve (A) both the height

and the diameter D of the dots are varied aording to

the relation D = 3:5L

d

+3nm [10℄, while in (B) only the

height of the dot is hanged. We notie that, for realisti

parameters, it is possible to ahieve biexitoni shifts up

to 9:1meV.

A few omments are now in order: (i) When a barrier

of only 2:5nm separates two staked GaAs-based QDs,

the exitoni wavefuntion is moleular-like [12℄, forming

bonding and anti-bonding states spread over the whole

maromoleule for both eletron and hole. This e�et is

maximum for dots of the same size but persists even when

their dimensions are slightly di�erent. In GaN QDs,

instead, over the range of parameters used, the lowest

states preserve their atomi-like shape sine both eletron

and hole e�etive masses and valene/ondution-band

disontinuities are muh higher than in GaAs, therefore

dereasing the atomi-like wavefuntion overlap respon-

sible for the moleular bonding. (ii) The exitoni dipole

length is roughly proportional to the height of the dot

beause of the strong built-in eletri �eld; therefore it is

ruial to evaluate the dependene of the exiton-exiton

interation on the height of the QDs. (iii) The spreading

of the wavefuntion a�ets the biexitoni shift, as one

an notie by omparing urves A and B in Fig. 2. The

biexitoni shift is larger (up to 20% for the parameters

onsidered here) when the wavefuntion is more loal-

ized, sine the system is loser to the idealized \point-

like" partile ase (see urve C in the same �gure). (iv)

Our results demonstrate that there exist a wide range of

parameters for whih the biexitoni shift is at least a few

meV. This is a entral prerequisite for realizing energy-

seletive addressing with sub-pioseond laser pulses, as
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requested, for example, by all-optial quantum informa-

tion proessing shemes [5,9℄.

Our analysis shows that the best strategy to ahieve

large biexitoni shift is to grow "high" and "small diam-

eter" dots. The drawbak is that the osillator strength

(OS) of the ground-state transition strongly dereases

with the height of the dot, sine it is proportional to

the overlap of eletron and hole wave funtions. A small

value of the OS enhanes the well-known diÆulties of

single-dot signal detetion. The lower panel in Fig. 2

shows that the OS orresponding to the exitoni ground

state of dot b dereases super-exponentially with the

height of the dot. As shown by the fat that urves A

and B pratially oinide, the height of the dot is the

only parameter relevant for the OS value. Indeed, the

wavefuntion spreading due to the width of the dot does

not inuene the eletron-hole overlap.

In the range of height values onsidered in Fig. 2, the

OS varies over three orders of magnitude, so are must be

taken in a future quantum information proessing exper-

iment in order to optimize at the same time biexitoni

shift and OS. Our analysis suggests that a reasonable way

to do so is to maximize the produt between the biexi-

toni shift and the logarithm of the osillator strength.

Suh quantity is plotted in Fig. 3 and it is the largest for

a QD height of 2:5� 3nm. The urve presents a well de-

�ned maximum orresponding to a quantum dot height

of 2.8 nm (paraboli �t).

In onlusion we have performed a detailed investiga-

tion of exiton-exiton interation as well as of its e�et

on the multi-exiton optial response in state-of-the-art

GaN-based nanostrutures. We have shown how it is pos-

sible to engineer the interdot biexitoni shift by varying

height and width of the dots. Our analysis provides pre-

ious indiations for the realization of GaN-based quan-

tum information proessing larifying, in partiular, the

ruial interplay between biexitoni shift and osillator

strength.
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FIG. 1. Eletron and hole partile distribution, ondution

and valene band struture along the growth diretion for two

oupled GaN dots of, respetively, 2.5nm and 2.7 nm of height,

separated by a 2.5 nm AlN barrier. In the upper panel the

dotted line orresponds to hole, the solid one to the eletron

spatial distribution of the biexitoni ground state.

FIG. 2. Biexitoni shift (upper panel) and osillator

strength (lower panel) of the ground state transition in dot b

for two oupled GaN dots separated by a barrier of 2.5 nm vs

QD height. In urve (B) only the height of the dots is hanged

(D = 10nm), while in urve (A) D is varied proportionally to

the height from 10 to 17 nm. Curve (C) shows the biexitoni

shift in the point- like harge approximation. The parame-

ters used are : e�etive masses m

e

= 0:2m

0

and m

h

= m

0

;

in-plane paraboli on�nement energy �h!

e

= 74meV and

�h!

h

= 33meV for the (B) urve; �h!

e

= 74 � 290meV ,

�h!

h

= 33� 130meV for the (A) urve.

FIG. 3. Figure of merit (biexitoni shift times logarithm

of osillator strength) vs QD height. The arrow indiates the

maximum obtained by a paraboli �t.
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